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      Motto 

The ethos of the school is 

deeply embedded in its motto, 

‘Gyaan, Swabhimaan, Kalyan’ 

which means ‘Knowledge, Self-

Respect and Welfare’. The 

motto reflects our main motive 

of instilling positive 

attributes. We equip children 

with the power of knowledge, 

and enable them achieve self- 

realization and finally apply 

that knowledge for the welfare 

of society at large. 

The real purpose of 

education is to nurture 

human spirits, instill 

power to embrace 

learning to excel and 

own their future. We 

aspire to create aware, 

enlightened,progressive, 

productive, ethical and 

adaptable citizens of 

global community. 

      Vision 

We in collaboration with academia 

and community at large provide 

conducive and challenging 

learning environment. We 

integrate technology, innovative 

techniques, child- centered 

methodology, trans-disciplinary 

approaches, and comprehensive 

evaluation to achieve our 

educational goals. We are 

dedicated to the quest for child’s 

excellence by infusing in him the 

21st century skills. 

       Mission 
              

             Mr. Sunil Kant Munjal 
            Chairman SMC 

         Sh. Suresh Chandra Munjal 
 President SMC 



           From the Principal’s Desk 
The deadly infectious Covid 19 has triggered a chaotic social atmosphere 
and brought a paradigm shift to how we learn at schools.  It has 
transformed the centuries old chalk-talk teaching model to one driven by 
technology. 
Currently, the digital platform is enabling students and teachers to access a 
plethora of learning opportunities. Classroom learning has been seamlessly 
integrated with e-learning modes to build a unified learning system. We at 
BCM have updated equipment and are capable of teaching our students 
with both offline and online mode. Our faculty is adept and also ready to 
face all kind of challenges. We are capable of developing skills that can drive 
their employability, productivity, health and well-being in decades to come 
and ensure overall progress of our nation as well. 

Dr. Vandna Shahi 

Year after year, the school sprints to the next pedestal leaving an indelible mark behind. This year too, amidst 
the pandemic there have been tremendous achievements. Our students excelled in KAMP Test organised by 
CSIR at both state and district level and some were also selected in the Top 500 nationwide in the prestigious 
ICC All India Competition 2020 organised by ISRO. We hold tight to the opinion that success is authored by 
consistent, directed, self-motivated and intelligent effort.  Thus with sincerity, dedication, perseverance and 
honesty we tread ahead having the conviction that if we do the best, He will do the rest. The lockdown has 
provided us with ample of time for the test and trials of novel pedagogies which we plan to further 
implement in the future curriculum. 
The need isn’t for new horizons but new spectacles to see the existing horizons. Life is beautiful, all we need 
to do is see it with fresh eyes. 



Excellence is the gradual result of 

always striving to do better 

Sukhman Kaur 

IV Daisy 

Gaganpreet Singh 

X Aster 

Sarah 

II Marigold 
Aaina Singla 

II Rose 

Harkirat Singh 

III Daisy 

Akshita Kashyup 

I Daisy 

(Model making) 

(Essay Writing) 

(Model making) 

         (Drawing)         (Drawing)          (Drawing)          (Drawing) 

Seven Students made their position in 

the top500 selected nationwide in 

online ICC 2020 Competition by Indian 

Space Research Organisation (ISRO). 

Our 

Shimmering 

Stars 

Saanvi Gupta 

 V Daisy 



Critical Thinker 

Award’                       

Anurav Saini 

Class IX 

Soham Munjal 

Class V 

Jahnvi 

Class IX 

Bhuvnesh 

Aggarwal 

Class X 

The BCMites have 

made the school and 

the city proud by 

excelling in     KAMP - A 

National Assessment 

for Scientific 

Temperament and 

Aptitude Test which 

was organized by  CSIR 

and  NISTADS in 

January2020 at the 

State and District 

levels. 

 District  Toppers 

State Topper 



Heading towards new beginnings.. 

Learn the Why & How of creativity 

at 





The school has state-of-the-art 

laboratories. The equipment 

available in the advanced 

science (Physics, Chemistry, 

Biology) laboratories 

allow the students to interact 

directly with the data gathered. 

They get first hand learning 

experience by performing 

experiments on their own. All 

science enthusiasts are taught 

the practical applications 

through live demonstrations. 

Physics  Lab 

Biology Lab 

Science labs 

Botanical Garden 

Hi-Tech Campus… upgrading the learning experience 

Chemistry Lab 



Library 

 

 

The school flaunts of having a 

model library with sufficient 

work areas that are arranged to 

meet the needs of various users 

and organized book stacks with 

plenty of light to read and work. 

There are special Display areas 

that invite exploration, 

discovery and love for reading. 

Spectrum of books is available to 

them to enhance their reading 

skills.. 

Technological advancement has affected 

every sphere of life, specially education. 

In present times of blooming technology, 

the computer labs at the school provide 

an appropriate platform to the students to 

be future technocrats. Well designed 

computer and IT lab with advanced 

infrastructure caters to the requirements 

of students and the curriculum. 



The latest technology is extensively 

used in smart classrooms for the benefit 

of young learners. The modules are 

aligned with curriculum in an 

interactive and engaging way. This 

makes learning an enjoyable experience 

for the students while improving their 

overall academic performance in 

school. 

Smart Class 

Reset Your Axis… the journey is the reward 

Ultra modern hi-tech ambience is 

provided to the students who practice 

language skills in an interactive and 

entertaining way. The language learning 

software enhances the communication 

skills of students from the beginner’s 

level to the expert level. The internet 

facilitates the FMM students to practice 

marketing strategies online. 

FMM & LanguageLab 



Through counseling, children are 
advised on how to deal with 
emotional conflicts and personal 
problems. The school counselor 
works with all students including 
those who are ‘at risk’ of bullying, 
abuse, stress, depression etc. 
Career Counseling and Remedial 
Sessions are also organized for 
students and parents from time 
to time. 

To provide emergency care for illness or 
injury while at school and ensure that all 
students get appropriate referrals to heath 
care, a medical room is available. A caring 
and expert attendant is always present to 
tackle emergencies. 

Counseling Cell… Live to look up to Yourself 

MI Room 



Wellness Blossoms…from pain to gain 

Regular physical activity not only helps 

reduce the risk of chronic diseases but also 

enables the students to relax and release 

their anxiety. The school facilitates the 

students with a Basket Ball Court, 

Badminton Court, Cricket Pitch and Table 

Tennis Court. The players have exhibited 

their caliber on the Zonal and State level. 





There is a special 
provision for the ones in 
need. An elevator and a 
ramp are there to 
facilitate the teacher-
learner community. 

State-of-the-Art 
      Auditorium 

Tuck Shop 
Lending Practicality 

Ramp and Elevator 



Music and dance is an integral part of 

the school curriculum. Class lessons 

give everyone the chance to make 

music together. Individual 

instrumental lessons occur on a 

regular basis. Students also learn 

different dance forms from experts. 

There are opportunities to perform in 

stage shows and music competitions 

throughout the academic year. The 

school caters to their aesthetic 

interests and provides them expert 

professionals for the same too. 



Well defined Behavioural practices 



Life’s Sparkling Moments 





 HARLEEN KAUR 

     (96.8% ) 

   COMMERCE  

 

SANCHI 

  (96.4%)  

MEDICAL 

 

   SUKHPREET KAUR 

     (96.2% ) 

   COMMERCE  

 

 Behind every brilliant performance there are countless hours 

of Practice & Preparation 

   GARIMA 

  ( 96% ) 

COMMERCE  

 

MANKIRAT  S.                    

(95.6% ) 

 COMMERCE  

 

SIMRANPREET  S. 

  (95.6% ) 

 HUMANITIES 

 

    VARUN 

     (95% ) 

COMMERCE  

 

GURDEV KAUR 

   (94.8% ) 

  FMM 

 

NAVYA 

(94.8% ) 

  FMM 

 

TISHA JOSHI 

(94.4% ) 

FMM  

 

JASMINE 

   (94.4% ) 

COMMERCE  

 

ANUPREET K. 

     (94.2% ) 

 NON MEDICAL 

 

MEHAKPREET          

     KAUR 

    94.8% ) 

  COMMERCE  

 

SANYAM 

BANSAL 

(94.2% ) 

NON MEDICAL 

 

 

    RIA SINGLA 

(94%)                        

COMMERCE   

KOMALPREET  K.  

   (93.8%) 

COMMERCE 

 

RIYA 

MANCHANDA 

(93.8%) 

COMMERCE 

 

SANCHIT 

SACHDEVA 

(93.8%) 

COMMERCE 

AAKRITI 

JAIN 

(93.6% ) 

COMMERCE 

VISHAVJEET 

SINGH 

(93.8%)  

COMMERCE 

PRAGTI 

MODGILL 

(93.6% ) 

COMMERCE 

 

JANVI GARG 

    93.6% 

COMMERCE 

 

DHAIRYA 

CHOUDHARY 

(93.6% ) 

MEDICAL 

ADITYA SHARMA 

(93.4%) 

 NON MEDICAL  

 

JASVEER SINGH 

       (93.4%) 

 NON MEDICAL 



JANHVI 

(93.4% ) 

FMM 

KHUSHI GUPTA 

 (93.4%) 

      FMM 

GURPRIYA 

 (93.4%) 

HUMANITIES 

AMANPREET KAUR 

(93.2% ) 

COMMERCE 

JATIN SETHI 

(93.2% ) 

COMMERCE 

ARUNIM 

CHAKRABORTY 

(93.2% ) 

NON MEDICAL  

HARSHPREET K. 

(93% ) 

NON MEDICAL) 

JAPESH KHANNA 

(93% ) 

FMM 

KIRTI PANDEY 

   (92.8%)  

  MEDICAL 

RIPANDEEP K. 

(92.4%) 

 NON MEDICAL  

GURLEEN KAUR 

92.4%  

MEDICAL 

SRISHTIVERMA 

(92.4%) 

 COMMERCE 

PRATHAM BANSAL 

(92.2%)  

COMMERCE  

SABHYA JAIN 

(92.4%)  

COMMERCE 

  

SHIVAM SHARMA 

(92%)  

NON MEDICAL  

RAVINDER SINGH 

(91.8%)  

COMMERCE  

SUKHMANLEEN  K.         

   (91.6%) 

COMMERCE 

GURPAHUL 

SINGH 

(91.4% ) 

MEDICAL  

  ASTHA MANRO 

(91.6% ) 

HUMANITIES 

RITIKA BAWA 

91.4%  

COMMERCE  

ZISHA 

(91.4%)  

COMMERCE 

PARTEEK GOYAL 

(91.2%) 

 COMMERCE 

SHUBHAM SEHGAL 

(91.8%) 

HUMANITIES  

DRISHTI MEHAN 

(91.6%) 

COMMERCE 

NAMAN GOYAL 

(91% ) 

NON MEDICAL 

JASMEET SINGH 

(90.8% ) 

  COMMERCE 

KHUSHBIR SINGH 

(90.6%) 

 HUMANITIES 

SUPRIYA JHA 

(90.6% ) 

HUMANITIES  

GURLEEN KAUR 

(90.2% ) 

HUMANITIES 

ANJALI SHARMA 

(90.4% ) 

HUMANITIES  



 Steering with elan 

 Mohit Raghav 

     (98% ) 

    

 

 Dirgha Gupta 

     (97% ) 

    

 

 Nipun Singh  

     (96.6% ) 

    

 

 Bikramjit Singh  

     (96.2% ) 

    

 

 Amritjyot Singh  

     (95.8% ) 

    

 

Nitika Garg 

  (95.6% ) 

    

 

Keshav Sharma 

  (95.2% ) 

    

 

Jaskirat Singh 

  (95.2% ) 

    

 

Bhuvnesh A. 

  (95.2% ) 

    

 

Aditi Salaria 

    (94.2%) 

Muskaan Garg 

       (94.2%) 

Shagun 

   94% 
Devansh  

94% 

Sahilpreet Singh 

94% 

Anantveer Kaur 

93.8% 

Savroop  

93.8% 

Tushar Singla 

93.8% 

Saloni 

93.4% 
  Radha Arora 

92.8% 

Kunal Verma 

93.6% 

Kanan 

93.4% 

Jaskirat Kaur 

93% 

  Harleen Kaur 

Behl 

93% 

Hitesh Kochar 

93% 

Arshdeep Singh 

         92.8% 



Ashmeet Kaur 

92.6% 

Aditya Jain 

92.6% 

  Raghav Kohli 

92.4% 

Sahil Minhas 

92% 

Inderpreet Singh 

91.6% 

 

Navdeep Kaur 

91.2% 

       Sukhman Singh 

91.2% 

Rajandeep Kaur 

91.6% 

Harkirat Singh 

91.2% 

Diya Kaura 

90.8% 
Pawni Gupta 

90.6% 

Lavanya Sood 

90.4% 

Sumit Gupta 

90.4% 

 

Aditya Shah 

90% 

Simar Dhillon 

90.2% 

       Sujjal Minhas 

90% 

Samarth 

Ahluwalia 

90% 



1. Before seeking admission for his/her ward in the school, the guardian is expected to go through the  

various rules given in the school prospectus. 

2. Admission will be confined to classes only where there is a vacancy. Parents who want to get their 

children admitted in the school should get their names registered in school's office. Registration only 

makes the child eligible for consideration and does not guarantee admission. 

3. Eligibility for admission to Nursery Class is between 2 years 6 months to 3 years 6 months as on 

31st March of the concerned academic year. 

4. Since the number of students in each class is limited, admission will be made strictly on merit. List of 

selected students will be uploaded on the school website only. 

5. Students coming from other institutions will be required to appear in a pre-admission test and will be 

placed in the standard most suitable to their attainments as assessed by the Principal. 

6. Parents/Guardians must produce Birth Certificate from the Municipal Corporation in order to get 

admission in Kindergarten. For admission to primary and higher classes, it is compulsory for the 

students to submit a Transfer Certificate or School Leaving Certificate from school last attended along 

with mark sheet/progress report card. 

 7.  Candidates who come from Educational Boards other than CBSE, must have their School Leaving 

Certificate / Transfer Certificate duly countersigned by the Board authorities from which they 

migrate. 

8.  Rejection of Forms: Incomplete registration forms providing incorrect information of students     

     under/overage will automatically stand rejected. 

 9.   25% seats at the entry level are reserved for EWS category. (Conditions-Residence in a range of 1      

       km from school and certificate of EWS category must be submitted.) 

10.  All the particulars of a child are to be filled by the parents correctly. They will not be changed later. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

 

11.  D.O.B. written in the form must tally with the one written in the D.O.B. Certificate. 

12.  The management of the school reserves all rights of admission or rejection and is not bound to give       

      reasons for admission or rejection of any particular candidate. 

     

Verification of Documents 

1. Registration does not guarantee admission. Parents will be intimated about the date, timing and 

venue for verification of documents through phone and e-mail id of the parents. Kindly specify a valid 

e-mail id and correct mobile number for intimation. 

2.  Parents must bring original documents for verification. 

3.  The presence of the applicant child and both parents is mandatory on the day and time of the     

     verification of documents. 

4. Sibling Case: Parents whose wards are already studying in the school should submit a photocopy of  

      the ward's result (previous class) at the time of getting registration form. 

     

 Fee Refund Policy 

1.  Fees once paid is refundable as per school policies but not transferable. 

2 All refund requests must be submitted by the parents in writing addressed to the Principal by 31st 

March i.e. before the commencement of the session. The Principal shall acknowledge the receipt of 

the same. Telephone messages are NOT acceptable. 

3.  If the refund request is received before 31st March, refund would be made after the deduction of  

     processing fee. No refund would be made if application is received after 31st March. 

4.  The refund of any fee is subject to the refund policy prevailing at the time of seeking a refund. 

5. The School reserves the right to modify and amend refund policies at any time by uploading the same      

    on the school's website. 

 

 

 



Caution 

The school does not accept any donation for admission. Parents should beware of third parties 

collecting money on behalf of the school and making false claims of procuring admission. If the parents 

enter into any transaction with such parties, they will be doing so at their own risk and the school shall 

not be responsible for it. 

 

Transportation 

 The school does not arrange private transport and school does not charge anything from them. You 

are at liberty to make arrangements for your child. You are suggested to send them in a vehicle that 

follows 'Safe Vaahan Scheme’. Make sure that the class teacher of your ward is updated on this. 

 As per law, underage drivers (students till Class X) wilt not be allowed to bring vehicles (Motor Bikes 

or Activa). Only License holders from Class XI & XIl can park vehicles in the school premises. 

 

Regarding Enquiry 

 No phone calls will be entertained regarding admission. For any queries, kindly contact us at the 

given e-mail id admission.bcm@gmail.com only. Relevant queries will be replied within 48 hours. 
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Registration 

Process 

Fill Online Registration 
Form & pay the Registration 

Fee.   

Confirmation of registration 
will be given from the Admin 

Office. 

The date to visit school will 

be communicated. 

Admission Process 

(Kindergarten) 

Fill Online Registration 
Form    

Verification of 
Documents 

Decision for Admission 
will be taken. 

Admission Process 

(Classes I-XII)  

Oral/Written Test  

Fill Online Registration 
Form    

Interaction with 
Parents/Students  

Decision for Admission 
will be taken. 



Stream-wise Subjects Offered for XI & XII 

Medical Non-Medical Commerce Humanities FMM 

English (Core) English (Core) 

 

English (Core) 

 

English (Core) 

 

English (Core) 

 

Physics Physics 

 

Accountancy Sociology 

 

Financial Mkt. Mng. 

Chemistry Chemistry 

 

B.Studies Economics/Punjabi/ 

Typography  

Banking 

Biology Mathematics Economics Political Science Economics 

Phy.Edu./ 

Painting/Comp.

Sci./Music/ 

Typography and 

Comp App. 

Phy.Edu./ 

Painting/Comp.

Sci./Music/ 

Typography and 

Comp App. 

Phy.Edu./ 

Painting/Comp

Sci./Music/ 

Typography 

and Comp App. 

Phy.Edu./ 

Painting/Comp.Sci./ 

Music/ Typography 

and Comp App. 

Accountancy 

 

Applied 

Mathematics 

(Optional/ 

Additional) 

Applied  

Mathematics 

(Optional/Additional) 

Applied  

Mathematics 

(Optional/Additional) 

 

 Vocational Subjects (Information Technology, Introduction to Financial Markets, Artificial 

Intelligence) have been introduced in classes IX-X. 



BCM School 
Basant Avenue, Dugri Road, Ludhiana 
Affiliated to CBSE, Delhi (Affiliation No. 1630380) 

School No. 20366 
Mobile: 62802-83064, 97811-98099, Phone: 0161-2819843 
Email: admission.bcm@gmail.com, Website: www.dugri.bcmschools.org 
www.facebook.com/bcmschooldugri             
www.youtube.com/bcmschooldugriroad 
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